Aiming at excellence
Achieving at the best
Oil and gas, Food production, Retail, Industrial filtration
SEMCO was established in 2000 when began operating in the Oil and Gas sector (industry): design and engineering spoused (matched) inspection activities from the beginning, because of the need to guarantee to our customers the safety and performances of our projects. During these early years we have been running and working for many important projects and workplaces around the world. After years of study and deepening of the relevant standard and regulations, and a lot of “hands in the mud”, it was clear that the Oil & Gas high level of expertise could be poured in other fields, to provide the same highly skilled practice and some new approach. That’s why the early team was completed with the gain of new skills that have extended the operations to a wider market, looking at HVAC&R and mechanical works, where we are taking design, project leadership and inspection to a new level of shared knowledge for a safer, more efficient and environmental compliant world.

SEMCO has assessed the following:

VISION:
to be the most valuable company in the support of qualified bodies and industrial activities.

MISSION:
delivering top ranked reports and inspections and being perceived among the top value for money expertise and consultancy expenses.

Semco Group mainly performs activities on the following products:

- Industrial Valves
- Electric and Pneumatic Actuators
- Pipes and Fittings
- Pumps
- Turbine
- Compressors
- Furnaces
- Heat Exchangers
- Pressure Vessels
- Control Panels (Electrical Systems)
- Motors and Inverters (Electrical Systems)
- Transformers (Electrical Systems)
- Instrumentation
- Forged Materials
- Welded Materials
- Refractory Materials
- Foundry Materials


Any manufacturer marking equipment or materials in conformance with the marking requirements of a standard is solely responsible for complying with all the applicable requirements of that standard. SEMCO work to ensure the respect of those standards for customer safety and performance requirements.
**OIL&GAS** - Despite the common need to get rid of carbon based economy, we still deserve respect to Oil&Gas activities. High energy density fluids have been and are to be a pillar for quite some years more. SEMCO, with its valuable expertise and sensibility is providing added value to safer and environmentally compliant operations.

**FOOD PRODUCTION** - SEMCO is working closely with top companies along the food chain, supporting their needs of control and compliance of safety and temperature. Food is energy, energy is life. But life shall be consistent with biologic processes, giving them the right environment for their development.

**RETAIL** - Customer’s at the center of any retailer activity. Within a retail building piping, ducts, wiring and any species of technological support to sales is a potential risk to the valuable retailer visitor. Risk reduction and control is then safety and money. SEMCO is more than aware that reputation is such an high value for groceries’ brands that has set a dedicated department for managing it.

**INDUSTRIAL FILTRATION** - Semco is providing the market the leader products of Testori, for gas and wet filtration. With Testori’s ability to cover the entire value chain, from processing the raw materials (fiber and yarn) through to the production of finished items, Semco is completing its service offering in sectors such as cement and aluminum industries, power generation, waste to energy, metals, pharmaceutical, chemistry, food, mining, asphalts, wastewater plants and other applications for environment protection.

Follow us: